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We show that Spector’s “restricted” form of bar recursion is sufficient (over system T ) to define Spector’s
search functional. This new result is then used to show that Spector’s restricted form of bar recursion is in fact
as general as the supposedly more general form of bar recursion. Given that these two forms of bar recursion
correspond to the (explicitly controlled) iterated products of selection function and quantifiers, it follows that
this iterated product of selection functions is T -equivalent to the corresponding iterated product of quantifiers.
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1 Introduction

Let N denote the ground type of system T , and X,R range over arbitrary finite types. In his seminal paper [15],
when producing a realiser for the dialectica interpretation [1,7] of the classical countable choice, Spector singled
out two forms of bar recursion. The first, which he clearly considered to be the general bar recursion of type
(X,R) is defined as

gBRX,R
s pωqpφqpqq R

�

#
qs if ωpŝq   |s|

φspλxX .gBRs�xpωqpφqpqqq if ωpŝq ¥ |s|,
(1)

where s � x denotes concatenation of strings, and ŝ : XN is some fixed extension of the finite sequence s : X� into
an infinite sequence, say ŝ � s � 0XN . The types of ω and qs and φs are:

ω : XN Ñ N

qs : R

φs : pX Ñ Rq Ñ R.

We think of functionals of type X� Ñ Y as a family of objects of type Y indexed by the finite sequences s : X�,
and hence write f : X� Ñ Y as fs : Y . In Equation (1) both gBR and q and φ are viewed in this way.

When actually constructing a dialectica realizer for the double negation shift, Spector shows that only the
following restricted bar recursion is needed

rBRX
s pωqpεq

XN
� s @

#
0XN if ωpŝq   |s|

rBRs�aspωqpεq if ωpŝq ¥ |s|,
(2)

where as � εspλxX .rBRs�xpωqpεqq, and s @ α denotes the infinite sequence consisting of s following by λn.αpn�
|s|q, the types of s and ω are as above, and εs is of type pX Ñ XNq Ñ X.

The simplest way to understand bar recursion is as a recursive definition of a function Φs whose domain is the
set of nodes of a well-founded tree s P T . First define the value of the function on the leaves of the tree, and then
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show how the values of immediate children Φs�x can be used to calculate the value on a particular node Φs. It is
then clear that bar recursion is the computational analogue of the logical principle of bar induction.

Spector observed that for the computational (dialectica) interpretation of countable choice the appropriate
well-founded tree to consider is

T � ts : @t ¨ spωpt̂q ¥ |t|qu,

where t ¨ s stands for: t is a prefix of s. T is a well-founded tree whenever for any sequence α there exists a
point n such that ωpα, nq   n, where α, n is some canonical extension of the finite initial segment of α of length
n. This happens to hold whenever ω is either a continuous functional [13] or a majorizable functional [2, 16].

Spector defines rBR in section 10 (page 15) of [15], simply saying that this is a “restricted form” of gBR, and
that rBR is all one needs to interpret the double negation shift and hence (classical) countable choice. Subsequent
uses of bar recursion, however, have mainly made use of the more general form gBR (cf. [8]). This raises the
question of whether rBR, which is exactly what one needs to dialectica-interpret countable choice, is indeed
strictly more restrictive than gBR, which, on the other hand, has been used for other purposes. This paper
shows that this “restricted” form of bar recursion is in fact as general as “general” bar recursion. We do this by
constructing a term in T � rBR which satisfies (provably in T � rBR) the equation for gBR (Theorem 5.2).

Remark 1.1 Following the notation of [4], we call εs : pX Ñ Rq Ñ X selection functions, whereas φs : pX Ñ
Rq Ñ R are called quantifiers. In the following, the type of selection functions pX Ñ Rq Ñ X will be abbre-
viated JRX, and the type of quantifiers pX Ñ Rq Ñ R will be abbreviated as KRX. It has been shown in [3, 5]
(cf. also Section 6) that gBR is equivalent to an iterated product of quantifiers, whereas rBR is equivalent to a
corresponding product of selection functions.

1.1 System T

Let T denote Gödel’s calculus of primitive recursive functionals with weak extensionality (cf. [16], section
1.6.12). For convenience we shall assume that T contains not only function types X Ñ Y but also product
X � Y , finite product X�, and co-product types X � Y . These are easily definable with the help of X Ñ Y and the
basic type N of natural numbers. Given x : X and s, t : X� and α : XN and q : X� Ñ R, we shall use the following
notation:

• nX stands for the constant n functional of type X, e.g. 0X or 1X .

• s � x and s � t and s � α denotes the concatenation of words, finite or infinite.

• s @ α denotes the infinite sequence starting with s followed by the tail of α from point |s|.

• s @ t denotes the finite sequence starting with s followed by, if |t| ¡ |s|, the tail of t from point |s|.

• ŝ : XN denotes the extension of s with 0’s into an infinite sequence.

• αpnq : X� denotes the finite word consisting of the first n values of α.

• α, n : XN denotes the infinite sequence consisting of the first n values of α followed by 0’s.

• Given a : X and b : Y we denote by rasX and rbsY the injections of a and b into the type X � Y .

1.2 Spector’s search functional

Let us call Spector’s search functional the functional

µSppωqpαq � least n such that ωpα, nq   n. (3)

Or, more formally, the functional µSp defined by

ωpα, µSppωqpαqq   µSppωqpαq ^ pωpα, nq   n Ñ n ¥ µSppωqpαqqlooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
SPpω,α,µSpq

. (4)
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Howard1 showed (cf. [8], Lemma 3C) how µSp is definable over system T from the general form of bar recursion
gBR. Clearly µSp does not exist2 in all models of system T (e.g. the full set-theoretic model) and hence it is
not T -definable. The next lemma, however, shows that, quite surprisingly, the “totalisation” of Spector’s search
functional is T -definable:

Lemma 1.2 There exists a term t P T such that, for all n, the following is provable in T

ωpα, nq n Ñ SPpω, α, tq.

P r o o f. We show how the unbounded search µSp can be turned into a bounded search, assuming an n satisfy-
ing ωpα, nq   n exists. Consider the following construction, given α : XN and ω : XN Ñ N define αω as

αωpiq �

#
0X if Dk¤ i � 1 pωpα, kq   kq

αpiq otherwise.

Under the assumption Dnpωpα, nq   nq, let n be the least number such that ωpα, nq   n holds. Clearly n ¡ 0. By
the minimality of n, αωpiq � αpiq, for i   n � 1, and αpiq � 0, for i ¥ n � 1. Hence, αω � α, n � 1. Because n
is the least, we must have that ωpαωq � ωpα, n � 1q ¥ n � 1, and hence n ¤ ωpαωq � 1. Therefore, ωpαωq � 1
serves as an upper bound on the search µSp. �

Remark 1.3 The search for the least n ¡ N satisfying ωpα, nq   n can be defined from µSp as

µSppλβ.ωpαpNq � βq� Nlooooooooooomooooooooooon
ω̂

qpλi.αpi � Nqlooooomooooon
α̂

q,

where n � m denotes cut-off subtraction. That follows since the least n such that ω̂pα̂, nq   n is also the least
n ¡ 0 satisfying ωpα, n � Nq   n � N, as

n ¡ ω̂pα̂, nq � ωpαpNq � α̂, nq� N � ωpα, n � Nq� N

implies ωpα, n � Nq   n � N.

2 Restricted Bar Recursion from General Bar Recursion

When drawing an anology between the well-known principle of bar induction, and the novel form of recursion
(to be called bar recursion) Spector [15] first arrived at the general form of bar recursion gBR. Then, when
constructing a dialectica realizer for the double negation shift, and a posteriori for the classical axiom of countable
choice, Spector observed that only the “restricted” form rBR of gBR was necessary. We presume that Spector
believed rBR was strictly weaker than gBR, as otherwise he would not have bothered to give rBR a label “BR”.

He then states the restricted form of bar recursion rBR, without feeling the need to give an indication as to
how rBR can be obtained from gBR. Although this is rather simple indeed, let us in this section briefly show how
rBR follows from gBR over T , as a warm-up for the results that are to follow (this is also shown in [11, 12]).

Theorem 2.1 There exists a term Φ of T�gBRX,XN , using a single instance of gBRX,XN , such that Φspωqpφqpqq
satisfies the equation for rBRX , provably in T � gBRX,XN .

P r o o f. For each selection function εs : JXNX, define a quantifier φs : KXNX as

φsppXÑXNq
XN
� ppεs pq. (5)

Given the parameters of rBR, i.e. s : X� and εs : JXNX and ω : XN Ñ N, we claim that

Φspωqpεq
XN
� gBRspωqpφqpλt.t̂q (6)

does the job, where φ is defined from ε as in (5). We argue by cases:
If ωpŝq   |s| then

1 Howard in fact attributes the construction in the proof of Lemma 3C to Kreisel
2 i.e. is not uniquely determined by equation (4).
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Φspωqpεq
p6q
� gBRspωqpφqpλt.t̂q

p1q
� ŝ.

If ωpŝq ¥ |s| then

Φspωqpεq
p6q
� gBRspωqpφqpλt.t̂q

p1q
� φspλxX .gBRs�xpωqpφqpλt.t̂qq

p5q
� gBRs�as

pωqpφqpλt.t̂q

p6q
� Φs�aspωqpεq

where as
p5q
� εspλx.gBRs�xpωqpφqpλt.t̂qq

p6q
� εspλx.Φs�xpωqpεqq. �

3 Kreisel’s Trick via the Restricted Bar Recursion

Our main result in this paper is to show the converse of Theorem 2.1. The main step in our proof will be to show
that Kreisel/Howard construction of [8] (Lemma 3C) can already be done in T � rBR, i.e. µSp is already definable
in T � rBR.

Theorem 3.1 There exists a term t of T � rBRX such that T � rBRX proves for all ω : XN Ñ N and α : XN

Dn ¤ tpωqpαq
�
ωpα, nq   n

�
.

P r o o f. Assume ω : XN Ñ N and α : XN are given. We use rBR for the type X. Define a family of selection
functions εs : pX Ñ XNq Ñ X as

εs p X
�

#
0X if D j¤|s| pωpα, jq   jq

1X � ppαp|s|qqp|s| � 1q otherwise.
(7)

Let

βpiq N� rBRαpiqpωqpεqpiqp0Yq, (8)

where X � Y Ñ N. We claim that

Di¤βp0q pωpα, iq   iq. (9)

First, let us show the following:

βpiq X
�

#
0 if D j ¤ ipωpα, jq   jq

1 � βpi � 1q otherwise.
(10)

We prove (10) by cases: Fix i:

a) If ωpα, iq   i then

βpiq
p8q
� rBRαpiqpωqpεqpiqp0Yq

p2q
� pαpiq @ 0XNqpiqp0Yq � 0.

b) If ωpα, iq ¥ i and D j¤ i pωpα, jq   jq then

βpiq
p8q
� rBRαpiqpωqpεqpiqp0Yq

p2q
� εαpiqpλx.rBRαpiq�xpωqpεqqp0Yq

p7q
� 0.

c) If ωpα, iq ¥ i and @ j¤ i pωpα, jq ¥ jq
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βpiq
p8q
� rBRαpiqpωqpεqpiqp0Yq

p2q
� εαpiqpλx.rBRαpiq�xpωqpεqqp0Yq

p7q
� p1 � rBRαpi�1qpωqpεqpi � 1qqp0Yq

p8q
� 1 � βpi � 1q.

Therefore, by a), b) and c) we can conclude (10). Hence,

βpiq � 0 ^ j ¤ i Ñ βp jq � 1 � βp j � 1q.

By induction, taking j � 0 to j � i � 1, it follows that

βpiq � 0 Ñ βp0q � i � βpiq.

Taking i � βp0q we have that βpβ0q � 0. Hence, by (10), we obtain (9), and we can take t � βp0q. �

Combining Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 3.1 we have that there exists a term already in Gödel system T such that,
provably in T � rBR, this term computes Spector’s search functional.

Corollary 3.2 There exists a term t P T such that T � rBRX proves ωpα, nq   n where n � tpωqpαq.

4 Restricted Bar Recursion for Finite Sequences

Consider the following useful variant of rBR where the infinite sequence type XN is replaced by the type of finite
sequences X�. Let us call this restricted bar recursion for finite sequences

fBRX
s pωqpεq

X�
� s @

#
s if ωpŝq   |s|

fBRs�aspωqpεq if ωpŝq ¥ |s|,
(11)

where as � εspλxX .fBRs�xpωqpεqq and εs is of type pX Ñ X�q Ñ X. Let us show, using Theorem 3.1 that this is
T -definable from rBR.

Lemma 4.1 There exists a term Φ of T � rBRX , using a single instance of rBRX , such that Φspωqpεq satisfies
the equation for fBRX , provably in T � rBRX .

P r o o f. For any α and k let us denote by nα,k the least i ¥ k such that ωpα, iq   i, where ω will be fixed
throughout the proof. By Corollary 3.2, nα,k is T -definable provably in T � rBRX . Note also that, if ωpŝq ¥ |s|
then

ns�α,|s| � ns�α,|s|�1. (12)

Now, for each selection function εs : JX�X, define the following selection function ε̃s : JXNX

ε̃sppXÑXNq
X
� εspλx.ppxqpnpx,|s|qq. (13)

In words, for each x we only look at the initial segment of the infinite sequence ppxq up to the point i ¥ |s| where
Spector’s condition first holds. Given the parameters of fBR, i.e. s : X� and εs : JX�X and ω : XN Ñ N, we claim
that

Φspωqpεq
X�
� rBRspωqpε̃qpnrBRspωqpε̃q,|s|q (14)

does the job. We argue by cases:
If ωpŝq   |s| then
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Φspωqpεq
p14q
� rBRspωqpε̃qpnrBRspωqpε̃q,|s|q

p2q
� ŝpnŝ,|s|q

� s,

since nŝ,|s| � |s|.
If ωpŝq ¥ |s| then (ãs � as is shown below)

Φspωqpεq
p14q
� rBRspωqpε̃qpnrBRspωqpε̃q,|s|q

p2q
� ps @ rBRs�ãspωqpε̃qqpn

rBRs�ãs pωqpε̃q,|s|q

� ps @ rBRs�aspωqpε̃qqpn
rBRs�as pωqpε̃q,|s|q

� s @ rBRs�aspωqpε̃qpn
rBRs�as pωqpε̃q,|s�as|q

p14q
� s @ Φs�aspωqpεq,

where

ãs
p2q
� ε̃spλx.rBRs�xpωqpε̃qq

p13q
� εspλx.rBRs�xpωqpε̃qpnrBRs�xpωqpε̃q,|s|qq

p12q
� εspλx.rBRs�xpωqpε̃qpnrBRs�xpωqpε̃q,|s�x|qq

p14q
� εspλx.Φs�xpωqpεqq

p11q
� as.

�

Remark 4.2 It will follow from the main result of the next section that fBR is in fact equivalent to rBR.
Nevertheless, we believe fBR to be much more powerful in practice, since it already embodies the Spector search
µSp, as

µSppωqpαq � |fBRx ypωqpλsλp.ppαp|s|qqq|.

Moreover, rather than computing a solution to Spector’s equations

αpnq � εαpnqpαpnq

qα � pαpnqpεαpnqpαpnqq

for all n ¤ ωα as one normally does with rBR, with fBR we can in fact compute a finite sequence s such that

sn � εspnqpspnq

qŝ � pspnqpεspnqpspnqq

for all n   |s|, with the extra guarantee that ωŝ   |s| (so in particular we have the equations for n ¤ ωŝ).

5 Restricted Bar Recursion is not Restricted

In this section we show the converse of Theorem 2.1, i.e. that “restricted” bar recursion is as general as “general”
bar recursion. Because of Lemma 4.1, it is enough to show that gBR is T -definable from fBR. The intuition
behind our construction is as follows. General bar recursion gBR can be thought of as assigning an R-value Vs

to each node s of Spector’s tree. At the leaves of the tree the value is simply Vs � qs, whereas at intermediate
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nodes s the value is computed by the quantifier as Vs � φspλx.Vs�xq querying the R-value of potentially several
children nodes Vs�x. The restricted bar recursion (for finite sequences) performs a similar exhaustive search, but
instead of computing an R-value for each node s, it instead computes a path extending s. Therefore, in order to
simulate gBRX,R we will use fBRX�R so that we can encode the R-value of node s as the first element in the path
extending s. We can easily recover this R-value because the path extension computed by fBR is a finite sequence
which we can search for the first R-value.

Let us first define a few (T -definable) constructions:

1. Let š be the standard embedding of s : X� into pX � Rq�.

2. Given an α : pX � RqN define α̃ : XN as

α̃pkq X
�

#
0X if αpiq P R

αpiq if αpiq P X.

3. Given a quantifier φs : KRX and q : pX � Rq� Ñ R define the selection function εs : JpX�Rq�pX � Rq as

εsppX�RÑpX�Rq�q
X�R
� rφs̃pλx.qppprxsXqqqsR. (15)

4. Given q : X� Ñ R define q̃ : pX � Rq� Ñ R

q̃s R
�

#
qps̃q if @i |s|psi P Xq

si for least i   |s| such that si P R.

5. Given ω : XN Ñ R define ω̃ : pX � RqN Ñ N

ω̃α
N
� ωpα̃q

Lemma 5.1 The following is easily derivable from the definitions above:

• ωpŝq   |s| if and only if ω̃pš � 0q   |š|.

• q̃pš � rasR � βq � a.

Theorem 5.2 There exists a term Φ of T � fBRX�R, using a single instance of fBRX�R, such that Φspωqpφqpqq
satisfies the equation for gBRX,R, provably in T � fBRX�R.

P r o o f. Let s : X� and φs : KRX and ω : XN Ñ N and q : X� Ñ R be given. We claim that Φs defined as

Φspωqpφqpqq
R
� q̃pfBRšpω̃qpε

φ,qqq (16)

satisfies the equation for gBR, where q̃ and ω̃ are defined from s as above. Let us argue by cases.

If ωpŝq   |s|, by Lemma 5.1, we also have ω̃pš � 0q   |š|. Therefore,

Φspωqpφqpqq
p16q
� q̃pfBRšpω̃qpε

φ,qqq
p2q
� q̃pšq � qs.

If ωpŝq ¥ |s|, again by Lemma 5.1, ω̃pš � 0q ¥ |š|. Hence, we have

Φspωqpφqpqq
p16q
� q̃pfBRšpω̃qpε

φ,qqq

p11q
� q̃pš � rašsR @ fBRš�ašpω̃qpε

φ,qqq

L5.1
� aš

p�q
� φspλxX .q̃pfBR ˇps�xqpω̃qpε

φ,qqqq

p16q
� φspλx.Φs�xpωqpφqpqqq
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where (�) rašsR � ε
φ,q
s pλxX�R.fBRš�xpω̃qpε

φ,qqq so that

aš
p15q
� φspλxX .q̃pfBRš�rxsX pω̃qpε

φ,qqqq

� φspλxX .q̃pfBR ˇps�xqpω̃qpε
φ,qqqq

p16q
� φspλxX .Φs�xpωqpφqpqqq.

The fact that Φ only makes use of a single instance of fBRX�R follows since (provably in T � fBRX) Spector’s
search function µSp is T -definable (Corollary 3.2). �

Combining Lemma 4.1 and Theorems 2.1 and 5.2 we can conclude the following:

Corollary 5.3 gBR, fBR and rBR are inter-definable over system T. Moreover,

• a single instance of gBRX,XN defines rBRX provably in T � gBRX,XN , and

• a single instance of rBRX�R defines gBRX,R provably in T � rBRX�R.

Remark 5.4 Howard [9] shows that semi-terms (terms with at most function parameters) of type 0 in T1 �

gBRN,N
N

have the associated ordinal ε0. Schwichtenberg [14] shows that when X has type level 0 or 1 (for R
arbitrary) and φ, ω and q are T -definable then the function λs.gBRX,R

s pωqpφqpqq is also T -definable. Let Ti be the
fragment of system T with primitive recursion of type level ¤ i only. Kohlenbach [10] uses this result combined
with a normalization argument, showing, in particular, that all type 2 definable functionals of T1 � gBRN,N

N

are
T -definable, and that this is no longer the case for either T2�gBRN,N

N

or T0�gBRN
N,NN or T0�gBRN,N

pNNq

. From
the negative results of Kohlenbach one immediately concludes that there are functionals of type 2 in T2 � rBRN

or T0 � rBRN
N

which are not T -definable. Note that, by Corollary 5.3, in order to define gBR of lowest type (i.e.
gBRN,N

N

) we have used fBRN
N

. But, fBRN
N

already suffices to define gBRN
N,NN , which is much stronger than

gBRN,N
N

. So, although rBR and gBR are T -equivalent as a schema over all types, Spector was right in making
it explicit that his solution only uses rBR since his proof shows that rBRN is enough to interpret arithmetical
comprehension. This is not implied by the fact that gBRN,N

N

also suffices for this. We would like to thank the
anonymous referee for observing this and communicating it to us.

6 Product of Selections Functions and Quantifiers

Given a family of selection functions εs : pX Ñ Rq Ñ X, consider the following “product” of these selection
functions

�EPS
X,R
s pωqpεqpqq XN

� s @

#
0 if ωpŝq   |s|�EPSs�aspωqpεqpqq if ωpŝq ¥ |s|,

(17)

where as
X
� εspλxX .qp�EPSs�xpωqpεqpqqqq. This is a slight modification of the explicitly controlled product of

selection functions EPS as it has actually been defined in [4, 6], since there the functional q also changes during
the recursive calls so that EPS only needs to compute the “continuation” of s (cf. Remark 6.3 below).

Theorem 6.1 The restricted form of bar recursion rBR is T -equivalent to �EPS. More precisely,

• a single instance of �EPS
X,XN

defines rBRX provably in T ��EPS
X,XN

, and

• a single instance of rBRX defines �EPS
X,R

provably in T � rBRX .

This in particular implies that the type R in �EPS
X,R

is not too important, as �EPS
X,R

for arbitrary types R is

T-equivalent to �EPS
X,XN

.
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P r o o f. Clearly �EPS
X,XN

defines rBRX , taking q as the identify functional. For the other direction, we claim
that �EPS

X,R
is definable in T � rBRX . Given ω, ε and q, define

ε̃sppXÑXNq
X
� εspλxX .qppxqq. (18)

We claim that

Φspωqpεqpqq
XN
� rBRspωqpε̃q (19)

satisfies the equation for �EPS.
If ωpŝq   |s| then

Φspωqpεqpqq
p19q
� rBRspωqpε̃q

p2q
� ŝ.

If ωpŝq ¥ |s| then

Φspωqpεqpqq
p19q
� rBRspωqpε̃q

p2q
� ps � ãsq @ rBRs�ãspωqpε̃q

� ps � asq @ rBRs�aspωqpε̃q

p19q
� ps � asq @ Φs�aspωqpεqpqq

where ãs � ε̃spλx.rBRs�xpωqpε̃qq � εspλx.qprBRs�xpωqpε̃qqq � εspλx.qpΦs�xpωqpεqpqqqq � as. �

Similarly, given a family of quantifiers φs : pX Ñ Rq Ñ R, consider the following “product” of these quanti-
fiers (where again we slightly modify the construction EPQ of [4, 6] so that q is fixed throughout the recursion)

�EPQ
X,R
s pωqpφqpqq R

�

#
qpsq if ωpŝq   |s|

φspλx.�EPQs�xpωqpεqpqqq if ωpŝq ¥ |s|.
(20)

It is obvious that �EPQ and gBR are exactly the same recursion schema. It the follows from Corollary 5.3 that the
iterated product of quantifiers is T -equivalent to the iterated product of selection functions:

Corollary 6.2 �EPQ is T -equivalent to �EPS.

Remark 6.3 Given a functional q : XN Ñ R and an element x P X, define qx : XN Ñ R as qxpαq � qpx � αq.
The iterated products EPS and EPQ as defined in [4, 6] are actually slightly different than �EPS and �EPQ, since
the functional q is not fixed throughout the recursion, but changes to a qx at each recursive call. It is easy to show
within system T that e.g. EPS defines �EPS as

�EPSspωqpεqpqq � s � EPSspωqpεqpqsq.

On the other hand, although it is clear that EPS is definable in �EPS, we have only been able to prove this
assuming continuity and bar induction. Hence, we leave it as an open question whether it can be shown that EPS
is T -definable in �EPS provably in T .
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